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(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To produce a reforming reactor capable of quickly starting

in high thermal efficiency and having excellent hydrogen recovery rate,

compact size and reduced electric power consumption by placing a

partial oxidation, decomposition and reforming reaction catalyst and a

heating resistor in the reforming reactor.

CONSTITUTION: This reforming reactor 1 1 is provided with a catalyst

10 and a heating resistor 12 embedded in the catalyst 10. The catalyst

10 has a function to proceed and accelerate the partial oxidation,

decomposition and reforming reaction of a hydrocarbon or an oxygen-

containing hydrocarbon such as methanol. The hydrocarbon, water

and oxygen supplied to the reforming reactor 1 1 are heated at a

prescribed temperature to start partial oxidation reaction and reforming

reaction and form hydrogen and carbon dioxide as main products. The

formed hydrogen and carbon dioxide are supplied to a hydrogen-

separation apparatus 14 and the non-permeated gas left after the separation of hydrogen is exhausted. The

electric power generated by a fuel cell 16 is stored in a battery 18. The power stored in the battery 18 can

be used for the heating of the reforming reactor 1 1

.
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/NOTICES*

japan' Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the transition may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3 In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]
• wu- • »nri„n elates to the reforming reactor for manufacturing hydrogen by using

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to to iaomg
Detroleum and the hydrocarbon containing an

hydrocarbons and oxygenated hydrocarbons, such as meAane and £^>™JDg hydrogen. Supply of the heat o

the steam-reforming reaction and CO water gas^^^^^^^^y^ catalyzed combustion

reaction to such a reforming reactor was Pe;*
0/^ used foV the catalyzed-combustion

oraburner.Agrid-likecomb^
machine of indirect heating, it is indicated by the£6

indicated by using an electric heater in the preheating

catalyzed-combustion machine is mitigable and itV^^^^^J^,^ can be attained. Moreover

of a catalyzed-combustion machine that soaking-ization of a^^^^^^ m oxygenated

these applicants were this application and this^"JJ^^ SSStian (partial oxidation), reforming, and

hydrocarbon, a steam, and oxygen, such as meAane and ^mett

^

to

™J£d ±e ILufacture method of the high

%S£S^ r« machine reactor'
andm 8rade

&e,mere^
In tadn&4 , the reforming material gas which mixed methan^^ to reforming / shift catalyst 2 in

reforming reactor 1, and hydrogen and af^^^^^^t^ decollator 3 according to necessary,

burned with the catalyzed-combustion vessel 5 and isn^*"™**^
by preheating and the catalyzed

the reforming reactor 1. And the steam and carbon^^^^^^^^ by direct heating using

combustion are discharged. Moreover, when^^^^^"Se catalyzed combustion or the burner

the burner, the mixed gas of the combustion gas and reformmg^^^ t

naw6^ system which this

is supplied to the reforming reactor 1. Furthermore, in^^gJ^S carried out preheating to the reforming

carrying out internal generation of heat.

SUtobeSolvedbythemvention]^
this applicant who explained above ^eat^^retc^^ K ^ ^^ hydrogen

producing a partial oxidation reaction^^J^f^^Z^^n below exists made it clear. That is,

recovery per hydrocarbon unit quantity, that the^rf^ electric heater for preheating, gas, and

^rtS^



• a ™,t *t the time of (I) starting and reaches predetermined temperature, a reiorming

rS™^=
"ZSS'reco^ ofhydrogen by .hydrogen dem= membra,* ^^
[0006] this invention is made in v,ew of fte room of

""offering the reforming reactor excellent

which power consumption reduced.

ISforSolvingtheProblem^a^^^
attained, by making the resistor for "eating build in a rtfonn

»f
^«°r-

*^Xe, preforming reactor of this

oxidation, decomposition, and a reforming reaction.

{Son] Io mis invention, ,, decided to arrange

Therefore, heat transfer to a reforming reactor is good, since the3^™7"e™"f
auicklv it ca„ start easily

oxidation decomposition, and/or a reforming^•^^^^ZlTnS^mci resistor
*

and eccrisis of the unconverted gas at the time of a^^^ âP b̂eame much more good, and

for heating is laid under the catalyst, heat^"*7rtS«d resistor for heating is formed

will become possible [ starting still more quickly ] Furthermore, lttnejroove
above-mentioned catalyst,

currently consumed by heating of an excessive portion^
sufficient temperature to perforn

[0009] Moreover, since a hydrogen demarcation 1T^^
(
^Se^e is installed in the interior of :

nydrogen separation at an time of starting. Furthermore,

reforming reaction container, efficient hydrogen recovery
'

can oe p
above.mentioned catalyst, heat transfer to a

recovery.
. . . +oU1q **** nnt to need an excessive preheater etc. but carry the

[0010] The reforming reactor of this invention is suitable like not to^"J™^ it

P
bei lightweight and

combination of a fuel cell and a battery in the electric vehicle^^^^^l^Jf^ hydrogen,

compact. If the reforming reactor of this invention is used fat & fuel cellas.^P ŵ W
rf g

the charge to a battery from a fuel cell can be started in a short^^^^Sg^ aiso be used as this

battery can be made easy. Moreover,^^.^^f^^^S.L the reforming reactor of this

battery, and power can be used ?lo^Xp* ^1 cell and a solid-state

invention for applying to an electric vehicle like
.

^*ough a Pjospa
( bout 100 d c 0

polyelectrolyte fuel cell can be illustrated, since latter one is
[

t^~^Sbte doSe to poisoning of the

LJ), and small and ]
lightweight, it is desirable.F-f^^^^S ffing^or of this inventionSt^m=^

preferably.

Maniple] Hereafter, although an example explains this invention with reference to a drawing, this invention is no.

limited to these examples. wnmn1p nf the reforming reactor of this invention



„ l •
i ? f™- hMtino and the resistor 12 for heating is laid under the catalyst 1U.

equipped with a catalyst 10 and the resistor 12 for heating and to
>

resisto *
h as methanol orm

This catalyst 10 has the function to go on and promote the partd
the resist0r 12 is not limited

oxygenated hydrocarbon, decomposition, and a^^"^^^^^1 concrete - a line - a meal

SK 18, and has connected the battery I S ^ The hydrocarbon, water, and

[0012] Next, the operating state of the equipment shown n tawU'^^„^m
y
perature, cause a partial

oxygen which were supplied to the reforming reactor IT^ toted *y *ESy gyrate them. The hydrogen

oxidation reaction and a reformmg reaction, andM^^'J™™^ 14 hydrogen separation is carriet

reaction and a partial oxidation reaction advance. The "^f^ , , heated as mentioned above, the

pTaS^e^^
Sample, of—on)Jn*ee^
temperature, when power was supplied and heated to the ^ •

d more needed t0 be

catalyzed-combustion machine 5 to reach
which the above-mentioned

^^KMS^Mit^'—* and i, « , power

S(Examp.e 2, Omer examp.es ofme ^ormin= o= *•

ame sign is hereafter given to the same member substantially wnh ^« «Pla

( £ ^ 10 in

explanJion is omitted The hydrogen dernarca^on^
2 . Since the hydrogen demarcation membrane 20'J*™^™^^ p^te alternatively. Therefore, also

reached predetermined temperature and itshy 1̂?^^ machTne of this invention is shown in drawingl .
I

[0016] (Example 3) The example of forther others of the*^™^^^^c|l a methanol etc . is supplied) of

.

mis drawing, the honeycomb-like resistor 22 is arranged in^^^^^ interior . when the same

bve?^
energy which these heating took was 20 kilojoules.

[K of the invention] As explained above according^.^^^J^^^^^
build in a reforming reactor, and can start with quickly ™d "ffic ™!^^*^

e™^^ c

a

a mi m» forming

demarcation membrane can carry out efficiently from the time of starting.

[Translation done.]
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